Abstract
Introduction
Tracking is one of the most critical steps in processes of people motion capture, people behavior control and indoor video surveillance. The tracking module should be very efficient, in order not to affect the speed of the whole process and, at the same time, it should be very reactive, to adjust the model to sudden changes of silhouette's shape and very robust to occlusions due to other people or objects present in the environment.
In literature, many works address people tracking with occlusion handling, but only few of them manage the pixel assignment during the occlusion, in order to keep the knowledge of the track while the occlusion occurs. The works [1] and [2] address occlusions between tracks. In [1] classes of similar color defined with EM algorithm are defined to segment people, tracked frame by frame with a maximum a posteriori probability approach . In [2] pixels assignment is guided by color histograms that model the a priori probability and again a Bayes rule is used to form the posterior probability: thus a visibility index is built to provide information on the depth ordering of tracks.
The authors of [3] exploit a stereo vision system to deal with the occlusions and to correctly segment each person in the scene. Furthermore, similar to others [4, 5] , they use a mask and an appearance template for each track to resolve the temporal tracking. In [6] the tracking system is realized with the fusion of three co-operating parts: an Active Shape Tracker, a Region Tracker and a Head Detector. The Region Tracker exploits the other two modules to solve occlusions.
Following the related work [4, 5, 6] , we describe the tracks with probabilistic masks and appearance models, enriched with a selective update function, specifically defined to cope with non rigid body motions and frequent shape changes. The defined tracking does not rely on a specific segmentation module: nevertheless, in order to overcame the unavoidable under and over-segmentation errors, we introduce the definition of macro-object, to merge all segmented objects that could be potentially assigned to more than one track and define a probabilistic pixel to track assignment function.
However, the novelty of this work is the special focus on occlusions. Occlusions are classified as track occlusions (due to other people or moving objects), background object occlusions (due to fixed objects in the indoor environment), and apparent or false occlusions (due to sudden shape changes). The classification is exploited to model a non occlusion probability function, used as a priori probability to have a track and to provide a selective update of the probabilistic mask and the appearance model.
The tracking system
The defined tracking is totally independent from previous steps of object segmentation. Assuming the acquisition from a single fixed camera, let us assume to have, for each frame t, a model of background and a set 
VO to Track mapping
As most of the tracking approaches, the process starts with the construction of a Boolean correspondence matrix C between the VO can be associated to
This association is established if the track (shifted into its estimated position by means of the vector k e ) and the VO can be roughly overlapped, or, in other words, if they have a "low" Bounding Box Distance (BBd) defined as:
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In the matrix C five different cases can arise: 1) a track is not associated to any VO: the track is missed, 2) a VO is not associated to any T: a new object is entered into the scene and a new track is generated, 3) a T is associated to more than one VO, 4) many tracks are associated to the same VO, 5) many tracks are associated to many VOs. In the last three cases, the tracking system has to cope with problems of track split, track merge or track overlap. This work is specially oriented to solve these last cases, very frequent in indoor environments with people interactions. To this aim, we define the concept of Macro-Object (MO) as the union of the VOs associated to the same tracks. Initially a MO is created for each VO, and then couples of MOs that have at least one track in common are merged.
This step is iterated until each track is associated to a single MO. Thus, hereinafter, the MOs substitute the segmented VOs in the tracking module and allow to get rid of the problem of managing the many-to-many correspondence case. In general, in fact, a single segmented VO, generated from overlapped people, has points that should be assigned to different tracks, or some disjoint VOs (due to segmentation errors) should be associated to the same track.
Track position refinement
In this phase the estimated position of each track is refined with the displacement ( , )
x y δ δ δ = that maximizes a fitting function FIT P . This is iterated for all the tracks associated with a MO, with a order proportional to their probabilities of non occlusion. δ is initialized with the value k e and searched with a gradient descent approach:
where ( )
RGB RGB measures the correspondence between the actual RGB color of the point in MO and the appearance model of the track. As in [5] , we use a spherical Gaussian to approximate the pixel color distribution around the mean stored by the model 
where the norm used is the Euclidean distance in RGB space.
is the selected alignment. After each fitting computation, the points of the MO matching a track point with high APP P are removed and not considered for the following tracks. Fig. 1 shows a single MO (generated by two overlapped people) and two tracks: Fig. 1.d shows the MO points not assigned to the first track and than assigned to the second; Fig.1 .c is the probability mask of the second track. To cope with large occlusions we refined the model by rewriting the Eq. 2 as:
The first term is a measure of how similar are the corresponding pixels of the MO and the track; the second term is the percentage of track points, weighted with their probability, that are visible on the current frame and belonging to the MO. Accordingly, when the product of Likelihood and Confidence is low the track is considered totally occluded (and BF δ is not used). Instead, immediately after an occlusion, we want to react without waiting for the best fit value to return to higher values: therefore if the Confidence value is growing with respect to the previous frame, the estimated position is updated anyway. For instance, the backmost track in Fig. 1 has a high Likelihood and a low, but growing, Confidence and thus we accept the position refinement.
Pixel to track assignment
All MO points must be assigned to a track. If a MO is in correspondence with a single track, the assignment is straightforward. Instead, in presence of track occlusions, when two or more tracks contend points of the same MO, we exploit a Bayesian function to solve the assignment:
The conditional probability is the product of two terms:
It takes into account the difference between the colors of the actual pixel and the track appearance one, weighted by the probability that the point belongs to the track. In order to cope with trackbased occlusion, the ( ) k P T is suitably modeled as the a priori probability of seeing k T , defined as a probability of non occlusion (see section 2.5 for details). Each point will be assigned to the track that maximizes ( ) k P T x and the set of point assigned to the track k T is named k A .
Occlusion classification
Due to occlusions or shape changes, some points of the tracks remain without any correspondence with a MO point. Other proposed techniques that exploit probabilistic appearance model without coping with occlusions explicitly, use directly the set of assigned points ( ) k A to guide the update process [5] ; the mask probability in the points { } k x T A ∈ − decreases while in { } k x A ∈ is reinforced. In this work the adaptive update function is enriched by the knowledge of occlusion regions.
The non visible points { } t t k NV T A = − are the candidate points for occlusion regions: in general they are the points of the tracks that are not visible anymore at the frame t. After a labeling step, a set of non visible regions (of connected points of MO) is created, neglecting sparse points or too small regions. Non visible regions can be classified in three classes: 1) apparent occlusions R AO : non visible regions due to shape changes, silhouette motion, or self-occlusions;
2) track-based occlusions R TO : due to overlap of another track closer to the camera that "wins" the assignment process of pixels;
3) background object-based occlusions R BOO : due to background (still) objects in front of the track.
The presence of occlusions can be detected with the Confidence value of Eq. 4 decreasing above an alerting value, since in case of occlusion the track's shape changes considerably. In case of actual occlusions (classes 2 and 3), the track model should not be updated since we do not want to lose the memory of the people appearance. Nevertheless, if the Confidence decreases due to a sudden shape motion (apparent occlusion), not updating the track would create an error. The solution is a selective update according to the region classification. The R TO regions are distinguishable from previous steps: they are composed by the points shared between track k T and other tracks i T but not assigned to k T . In order to distinguish between cases 1) and 3) without the knowledge of the background objects, an approximated technique based on an edge analysis is proposed. The edges of the non visible regions are extracted. At the same time, the edges of the background model are available. The edge pixels that touch visible pixels of the track are classified as bounding pixels while the others are said non bounding pixels. If the majority of the bounding pixels match background edges, we can suppose that an object hides a part of the track, and the region is labeled as R BOO , otherwise as R AO . In Fig. 2 an example is shown: a part of a person is occluded; this non visible region is classified as R BOO and the correspondent probabilistic and appearance model is neither reinforced neither weakened.
Selective Track update
As the final step, the probability mask, the appearance mask and the probability of non occlusion are updated with adaptive functions. In particular,
When the track is generated ( ) T occludes k T , the non occlusion probability used in the Bayes rule is computed as a value proportional to the number i k a → of shared points assigned to i T and not to k T . Po → is:
Finally, the motion vector k e is estimated according to a constant speed assumption, but enforced by a segmented trajectory schema. Starting from a reference initial position, a certain number of successive motion vectors are linearly interpolated by finding the least squares solution. The solution vector is the motion estimation. In order to check if the interpolation describes correctly the last vector, we evaluate the ratio between the two eigenvalues of the principal direction computation and also if the angle or modulus has changed much from the first value. If the solution fails these checks, a new reference position is created and a new direction can be searched. In this way, an adaptive finite window is used to infer the future motion of the object, able to cope with change of direction in a robust way.
Results and conclusions
The system has been devised for a project of Domotic to control the people behavior in the house and detect dangerous situations, as people falling and lying on the floor motionless for a long time [7] .
This complex but complete process has been tested over days of indoor video surveillance in two rooms equipped with fixed camera, with some actors and indoor furniture. Moreover it has been tested over the videos of PETS 2002, in which people walk and interact behind a shop window. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of frames of videos V2 and V3 respectively. Fig. 3 shows as the occlusion in V1 are correctly managed. Table 1 shows the performances of the system on eight sequences: #pe is the number of people present in the scene, #fr is the number of frames, #C is the number of correct assignments and FP and FN are the number of false positives and false negatives respectively against a manual ground-truth. The former are frames in which two or more tracks are assigned to the same person, while the latter are the number of frames in which no tracks are assigned to a person. In TR3 the high error rate in FP is due to the fact two people enter together in the scene and the system has not the possibility to see them as separate objects. However, in general the tracking results very robust. Also in V3 and V4 experiments, where large occlusions due to furniture and track overlaps occur, a percentage of about 88% of correct assignment is reached.
The tracking approach is not computationally intensive. In our experiments, the indoor video surveillance is able to process about fifteen frames per second on a standard PC including an initial visual object segmentation module with background suppression, the shadow removal module and a further people posture classification process [7] . The edge-based method is able, on average, to correctly classify the 85% of non visible regions. This approach could be further refined but it is enough precise to allow a good reactivity to silhouette's shape change and, at the same time, a good memory of the appearance model also when a person remains occluded by static objects for a long time.
Therefore the proposed tracking module is a general scheme that exploits probabilistic function and appearance model to keep the knowledge of tracked objects even if they are partially hidden. The robustness and the reactivity is based on a selective update process, that manages differently visible, occluded and non visible pixels due to shape changes, self-occlusions or silhouette motion.
